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ABSTRACT --Streaming data is a challenging research  area for the last two decades which comes in high 

volume and rapid speed and cannot be stored using existing memory. Dealing with model adaptability with 

evolving data over time and memory usage   arethe major challenges in streaming data predictive models.  

Recently there is a rising attention in developing Regression Tree models due to it’s high interpretability and 

accuracy. Additionally, the linear function at the leaf node evaluates the target variable more accurately by 

analysing the correlation between predictor variables and target variable. The proposed LASSO Regression 

Hoeffding Tree (LASH Tree) is a Regression Tree model which incorporates LASSO Regression with Hoeffding 

Tree that produces better predictions and better insights. In this paper, an exhaustive empirical testing of the 

proposed methodology is performed and compared with other standard model like CART, Hoeffding based Linear 

Regression Model (ORTO) using solar energy data set. The obtained results show that the proposed LASH Tree 

significantly outperforms the existing approaches and it is proved that there is boosting of  accuracy and usedless 

memory usage when compared with other algorithms. 

Keywords --Hoeffding Tree, LASSO Regression, Prediction accuracy, Model adaptability. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In many real world situations data flows continuously and dynamically in the form of numerical data streams 

at high speed and huge volume which is a challenging research area to afford an efficient solution  for building 

predictive model with limited resources [1].Incremental learning   methods or On line learning methods are one 

of the approaches in handling streaming data by constructing the model sequentially using either  one example at 

a time or  mini batch at a time .Recently there is a growing interest   in developing Regression Tree models due 

to it’s high interpretability and accuracy. Moreover the function at the leaf node evaluates the target variable by 

diagnosing  the correlation between predictor variable and target variable [2].The proposed LASSO Regression 

Hoeffding Tree (LASH Tree) algorithm is a MultiLinear Regression Tree model which incorporates LASSO 

Regression with Hoeffing Tree that produces highly interpretable  and better insights of both linear and non  

linear relationship of the data. LASSO  is the abbreviation of Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator  

is formulated by Robert Tibshirani  a powerful method performs Feature selection and Regularisation and used to 

minimize the prediction error [3]. Hoeffding Tree  is  the most popular Incremental algorithm   introduced by 

Domingos et al.,  who  used  the  statistical  inequality sample size  of  Hoeffding Bound (HB)  and proved  the 
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induced Hoeffding Tree is  close to the one produced by using entire stored data [ 4 ]. The concept of the  LASH 

Tree is presented as the first phase   of our proposed   ensemble approach  in an International Conference [5] and 

published in our previous paper. 

The benefits of the proposed LASH tree: 

 LASH Tree finds both linear and non linear relationship between target and predictor variable. 

 It reduces error rate by constructing separate   regression models at each leaf node  using sub set of  data 

stream instead of using entire batch of  stream. 

 It  is highly interpretable as it produces decision rules which can be easy comprehendible by  the analyst. 

 It improves prediction accuracy by producing  normal fitted model by reducing both Underfitting and 

Overfitting. 

 It occupies less memory which in turn reduces cost complexity and time complexity.  

 An exhaustive empirical testing  of the proposed methodology was performed  and compared with other  

Regression Tree models ORTO [6] and CART[7] algorithms  using Solar Energy data set. The obtained results  

show that the proposed LASH Tree significantly outperforms the  existing approaches and   there is  enriched   

accuracy and  occupied  less  memory usage when compared with other algorithms. This memory and cost 

efficient LASH Tree can be used as base learner in  ensemble algorithms.This paper is organised as follows : 

Section 2 describes the related work similar to linear regression tree. In section 3 the proposed LASH Tree is 

elaborated with it’s algorithm and flow chart. Section 4 describes empirical study with comparative study of  

other algorithms and the results obtained are discussed.  Section 5 ends with conclusion.  

 

II. RELATED WORK  

Domingos and Hulten   proposed Hoeffding Tree (HT)  or Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) using limited  

memory and constant  time for  streaming data [5]. Many researchers proposed a series of modifications to 

improve the predictive performance and  to overcome the drawbacks of Hoeffding Tree  algorithm. ORTO [6] is  

On line Regression tree with Options proposed by Elena Iknomovska which includes option nodes in addition to 

the  ordinary split nodes to remove the need for selecting best attributes in the traditional Hoeffding Tree. 

Breiman et al proposed CART [7],a combination of  classification and regression  to  deal  with numerical and 

continuous values which has the problem of  overfitting and instable  in nature.  The author  used constant 

function in the  leaves  to find the prediction  value. 

Yi-Fei Cai proposed  Tree Lasso technique to classify images where  the pixels are lying on a tree  to obtain 

stable feature sets to develop health care predictive models [8].Ricardo Pio Monti proposed a framework [9] to 

infer an adaptive regularization parameter to solve the problem of L1 regularization linear models using  

streaming data. Feihan Lua proposed the Imputed-LASSO [10] by combining Random Forest imputation and 

LASSO an efficient item selection approach for missing data. KaiCHEN proposed Lasso Bagging ensemble 

algorithm [11]  to improve the  learning ability,  by choosing  ensembles of  trees based on the shrinkage 

estimation of lasso technology. Sanjiban Sekhar  Roy  proposed LASSO method based on a linear regression 

model[12]  to predict financial market behaviour. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
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A novel and memory efficient   LASH Tree is proposed  by incorporating Hoeffding tree and  LASSO 

Regression to produce highly interpretable  and better insights which finds both linear and non  linear 

relationship of the data. The proposed LASH Tree is a top down regression tree, reads  the batch of data at the 

root node and  stores the necessary statistical values in the leaf node.  

 

3.1SPLITTING CRITERIA  USING LASSO  

3.1.1 Feature Selection using Shrinkage and Selection operation 

In the proposed approach the best predictor variable is selected using Least Absolute Shrinkage and  Selection  

Operator(LASSO), instead of  Information Gain or Gini Index used in the existing approaches. LASSOis an 

extension  of  multiple linear regression. If a  set of N independent variables  of the form[ (X1, X2,…XN ) , Yi] is 

given , where Yi is the numeric dependent outcome , Xi  is the  discrete or continuous predictor variable  vary 

from 1 to N, target variable or prediction is obtained by the following Multiple Linear Regression  Equation  

                                 Yi =  β0  + β1 X1 + β2 X2 + ··· βk Xk +   Ф                      ------------- (1) 

 Equation (1)  can be simplified as 

                                  Y=  β0 + ∑ βi  Xi (i=1 to k)  +   Ф               ------------ (2)   

 Yi is the dependent target variable  

 Xiis the  predictor variable, correlates with  the target variable Yi 

 β0 is the coefficient value which represents the model intercept 

 βi  is the coefficient value represents the model slope, that gives the  information about the positive or negative 

correlation with the target variable 

 Ф is the error term that involves variability 

LASSO operation is  denoted by , 

Minimize (β0, β)          
1

2𝑁
 (𝑌𝑖 − β0 –   𝑋𝑖𝑗 βj)² +  λ  βj 

𝑝
𝑗=1

𝑝
𝑗=1

𝑁
𝑖=1     ------------(3) 

N is the number of features ,λ is the tuning parameter to fix the penalty  value . Fig 1. Shows the algorithm and 

flow chart for the feature selection using LASSO regression. 

 

3.1.2  L1 Regularisation  

The tuning parameter λ value in equation –(3) is used to control the regularisation term.  Smaller  the value of   

λreleases the variables  from under fitting and makes  the model  more closely to the training data. On the 

contrary, larger  values of   λ restricts the  variables from overfitting  to  fit the data less closely to the training 

data. Hence an intermediate value of  λ  strikes a good balance between these two extremes, that produces  the 

most accurate model with some L1 Regularisation incoefficients equal to zero and minimize the weightage of the  

remaining coefficients. 

 

3.1.3 Assessing the fitness of Regression Model  

Assessing the fitness of  Regression model  is essential  to evaluate the fitness of the model with the new data 

and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is one of the metric used to evaluate the fitness performance. RMSE is 

defined as the  square root of the variance of the residuals.Lower the  values of RMSE indicates better  fit and 

high RMSE value indicates lower fit. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slope
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Errors_and_residuals
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       RMSE =  
1

𝑛
  𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑖 ²𝑛

𝑖=1   --------------- (4) 

n  – Number of observations      𝑋𝑖 - Predicted value      Xi  -- Observed value 

 

3.2  Tree Growing and Assigning  LASSO Regression function at the leaf node 

3.2.1 Sample Size 

After selecting the significant  correlated  variables using  LASSO,  LASH Tree  is constructed   through  binary 

recursive partitioning, that splits the data set into partitions  and  continues  to split each partition into smaller groups. More 

samples are observed  at the root node until the difference between the (i)th best predictor variable  and the (i+1)th 

best predictor variable is  greater than  Hoeffding inequality Bound  ε , here  ε =  
𝑅

2 ln ( 1 δ ) 

2𝑛
                       ---------

-----          (5 )  

R is the range of n independent variable , 

1-δ is the   confidence level , n is the number of observations. 

 

 

3.2.2  Splitting Value 
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Splitting value or cut point value  is a threshold value with minimum and maximum to split the data set . It is  

measured by evaluating  mean value of  the attribute (Xi) and  split the data sub set   into Left and Right sub node 

based on CutPoint value.  After splitting, the current node is denoted as   (Xi)
P  and  it’s  left descendent node is  

denoted as  (Xi+1)
L and the right  descendant  node by (Xi+1)

R   based on the result of the splitting criteria.

 

Figure 1: Feature Selection using LASSO Regression 

 

3.2.3 Prediction Strategy 

Each leaf node  of the  LASH Tree is assigned  with  LASSO Regression  Equation using  equation  (1) in 

order to predict the  new instance.  When a new sample is  passed  down from  the  root to a leaf  based on it’s  

attribute value criteria through every  internal node and it’s predicted value is  evaluated based on the LASSO 

Regression  equation  constructed at the leaf node. The proposed  LASH Tree construction is  depicted in  Fig.2  

and  its corresponding algorithm and flow chart is shown in Fig 3. 
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Figure 2:   LASSO Regression Hoeffding Tree (LASH Tree) construction  

 

IV. EMPIRICAL  EVALUATION  

4.1 Experimental Set up  

The proposed work is implemented using  R analytics package  with   the   environment of  Windows 10 PC , 

Intel Quad 2.8GHz CPU and 8G RAM. The available memory is set to evaluate 50000 instances of RAM to scan  

the batch data once.  

 

4.2  Data Set used 

In this paper we  have conducted the experiments with  Solar energy data set  of  3,13,914 instances contains 

13 attributes with no missing and repetition values. The data set  has been  collected from Desert Knowledge 

Australia Solar Centre (DKASC) during the period of 2016 to 2018 and preprocessed. Desert Knowledge 

Australia (DKA) is a National Organization committed to building harmony ,sustainability and prosperity for all 

Australian desert people [13]  The proposed algorithm predicts the Active Energy Delivered-Received (kWh) by 

learning  with the existing data samples. 

 

4.3   Experimental Results:   

4.3.1 Feature selection and shrinkage operation of LASSO Regression  

The initial 50000 samples of  the solar energy data set is applied with LASSO Regression in order to select 

the best significant variables. Fig 4shows LASSO implementation  in which  Log (Lamda) is  in X axis and 

Coefficient of the variables  at the Y axis. The variables above 0 coefficient value are positively correlated with 

the target variable and the variables below 0 coefficient are negatively correlated with the target variable. The 

graph shows that larger the penalty value of λ, restricts the variable in fitting  the data closely, leads to under 

fitting and smaller the value of  λ  leads to overfitting 
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Figure 3: Algorithm and Flow chart for LASH Tree construction 

 

 

No Predictor 

Variable Name 

Coefficient 

Value 

1 Current Phase 

Average (A) 

1.891133e+09 

2 Active Power 

(kW) 

-

2.901335e+03 

3 Power Factor 

Signed (%) 

-

1.352862e+02 

4 Average Voltage 

Line-to-Neutral 

(V) 

-

7.233713e+02 
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5 Frequency (Hz) 7.941301e+04 

6 THD Current 

Average (%) 

1.267598e+03 

7 THD Voltage 

Average (%)     

-

2.743622e+04 

8 Wind Speed (m/s) 9.836408e+2 

9 Weather 

Temperature 

Celsius (Â°C) 

-

2.247667e+03 

10 Weather Relative 

Humidity (%) 

-

5.508218e+02 

11 Global Horizontal 

Radiation 

(W/mÂ²) 

7.301958e+1 

12 Diffuse Horizontal 

Radiation 

(W/mÂ²) 

-

9.214214e+01 

13 Wind Direction 

(Degrees) 

1.168052e+01 

 

 

Figure 4: Co efficient of the Predictor variable 

 

4.3.2  L1 Regularisation using cross validation  

L1 Regularisation is implemented in the next stage to  chooses the right choice of   λ. value  to improve 

prediction accuracy which is implemented  using k fold -  cross validation.  

 

 

No Predictor 

Variable 

Name 

Coefficient 

Value 

1 Current Phase 

Average (A) 

0 

2 Active Power 

(kW) 

0 

3 Power Factor 

Signed (%) 

0 

4 Average 

Voltage Line-

to-Neutral (V) 

0 

5 Frequency (Hz) 2.942801e+04 
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6 THD Current 

Average (%) 

0.168598e+03 

7 THD Voltage 

Average (%)     

-

1.123622e+04 

8 Wind Speed 

(m/s) 

4.8231408e+2 

9 Weather 

Temperature 

Celsius (Â°C) 

-

1.297667e+03 

10 Weather 

Relative 

Humidity (%) 

-

1503218e+02 

11 Global 

Horizontal 

Radiation 

(W/mÂ²) 

4.201758e+1 

12 Diffuse 

Horizontal 

Radiation 

(W/mÂ²) 

0 

13 Wind Direction 

(Degrees) 

1.168052e+01 

 

Figure 5:   Cross Validation error curve   

 

 

Fig 5.  shows cross validation error curve obtained  using L1 Regularisation. From the graph it is found that 

the model that minimises error value with  8 significant  variables and other variables are eliminated from the 

model. 

 

4.3.3 Building  LASH Tree   using the most significant variables obtained from LASSO  

LASH tree is  constructed using eight  significant attributes  selected from  LASSO Regression. The most 

significant  attribute is  selected as the root node which splits the data sets into subsets and  recursively replaces 

leaf node by test nodes. The proposed LASH Tree   will be efficient, only if it is able to build more accurate  

trees and should have the ability beyond the conventional system. The performance of LASH Tree is tested 

against  CART and ORTO.  

 

4.3.4 Accuracy of LASH Tree 

Fig 6. shows the comparison between the accuracy of the proposed LASH Tree on the solar energy data set   

and the other  Regression Tree algorithms CART and ORTO. From the graph it is found that  RMSE value for 

the proposed algorithm is less compared to others which shows it has more accuracy than others.  It is found the 
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reason behind more accuracy is due to  the reduction of overfitting and  under fitting issue in LASH Tree makes 

it more accurate whereas the traditional OTTO  and CART algorithm   produces less accurate results due to 

overfitting issue.  

 

Figure 6:   Comparison of Model Accuracy 

 

4.3.5 Number of nodes& Learning Time  

Fig 7 shows number of nodes induced at each  induced learner . From the  graph it is known   that the number 

of nodes induced by LASH tree is lesser than the remaining two learners. As the number of leaf nodes in the tree  

is directionally proportional to the size of the tree, it is proved that the proposed LASH Tree consumes less 

memory. 

 

Figure 7:   Comparison of size of the tree 

 

 

V.  CONCLUSION  
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In this paper, we have developed algorithms for the implementation of lASH Tree   with solar energy data 

set.  Our proposed  LASSO Regression  HoeffdingTree (LASH Tree)  produces better predictions and better 

insights.  It is also  compared with other standard model like CART, Hoeffding based Linear Regression Model 

(ORTO)  and proved that the proposed LASH Tree significantly outperforms the  existing approaches and it is 

shown there is   improved in  accuracy and  used less  memory usage when compared with other algorithms. The 

proposed LASH tree can be used as base learner in ensemble approach to improve the prediction accuracy.  In 

future, it is planned to include classification model in the existing  LASH Tree to support with both Regression 

and Classification problems. 
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